1. Introduction. Physicians repeatedly assess patients with chronic health conditions and make treatment decisions based on patient history at each assessment. Here 'treatment' refers to any intervention, including monitoring through lab tests to inform future decisions. A 'dynamic treatment strategy' is a function mapping a patient's treatment and covariate history up to the current visit to a treatment decision at that visit.
In resource limited settings, where health system constraints prevent immediate initiation of treatment in all individuals, the optimal dynamic strategy is the strategy which, if implemented by all doctors, would lead to the best population health outcomes while 'respecting' the system's resource constraints (in a sense we will make rigorous below). While randomized clinical trials of a wide range of dynamic strategies may be ideal for estimating this optimal strategy, they are usually financially or logistically infeasible. However, observational data can be used to estimate the optimal dynamic strategy under resource constraints. Note that, as would be the case with randomized trials, the optimal strategy here refers to the optimum from among a class of options assessed -the true overall optimum may not be among these.
Luedtke and van der Laan [1] considered this problem for the case of a point exposure -that is, when there is only one time point at which a treatment decision is made. They considered resource constraints that place an upper limit κ on the expected proportion of treated patients, and defined the set of strategies which respected resource constraint κ as all strategies for which the expected proportion of treated patients in the population under that strategy is less than κ. The optimal point exposure strategy was then identified as the optimal strategy among those respecting the system constraint. However, optimal point exposure strategies are often of limited utility in clinical decision-making, especially in the context of chronic disease or long-term therapy. Such strategies cannot recommend, for example, "Come back next month, and if the problem has progressed then begin treatment".
Here, we consider the optimal resource constrained dynamic strategy (RCDS) and present a method for estimating the optimal RCDS from a parameterized subclass of all strategies. For example, suppose we restrict our attention to the class of monitoring strategies {g x : g x (L t−1 ,N t−1 ) = 1{L t−1 > x}} (where 1{} denotes the indicator function) that monitor (N t ) at time t if and only if the covariate L t−1 is greater than x. Such a class of strategies might be approximately appropriate, for example, for the decision of how often to monitor for anti-retroviral therapy (ART) failure or resistance in people living with HIV, where L t represents CD4 count at time t.
In the absence of resource constraints, Orellana et al. [2] and Robins et al. [3] describe how to estimate the optimal strategy from a parameterized class of strategies using a dynamic Marginal Structural Model (dyn-MSM). A dyn-MSM models the expected counterfactual outcomes under strategies parameterized by x as a function b(x; β) of x. With an estimateβ of the dyn-MSM parameter β, estimating the optimal strategy simply reduces to finding x opt maximizing b(x;β) (assuming larger values of b(x; β) are preferable). To accommodate resource constraints, we propose a fairly straightforward extension of this procedure that entails fitting two dyn-MSMs-one estimating the expected counterfactual clinical outcome b(x; β) and one estimating expected counterfactual treatment utilization h(x; θ). The optimal RCDS is then x opt rc maximizing b(x; β) subject to h(x; θ) < κ. We apply this approach to estimate the optimal RCDS for CD4 cell count and HIV-RNA monitoring in people living with HIV who have achieved viral suppression. CD4 cell count and HIV-RNA tests are used to monitor an individual's response to ART. More frequent monitoring has been shown to be associated with a lower risk of virologic failure (HIV RNA levels > 200 copies/ml) at two years after viral suppression [4] . Guidelines recommend dynamic monitoring strategies in which virologically suppressed individuals on ART may be monitored less frequently once their CD4 cell count crosses above a certain threshold. However, the optimal point at which to decrease monitoring frequency is unclear even for high-income settings. In a health system with limited funds for monitoring, the CD4 cell count at which monitoring may be decreased must be chosen from a subset of strategies where the average number of tests does not exceed the available resources.
Notation. Let:
• t ∈ {0, . . . , K} denote time, assumed discrete, with K the end of the study;
• N t be a variable indicating the whether an individual is monitored at time t;
• Y denote health outcome we aim to optimize; • L t denote covariates at time t, including past treatments, that may influence monitoring decisions; • D denote the total number of monitoring tests received by an individual; •X t denote X 0 , . . . , X t and X t denote X t , . . . , X K for arbitrary time varying variable X.
We assume that we observe iid realizations of the random vector
We use capital letters to denote random variables and corresponding lower case letters to denote specific values that random variables might take. A treatment strategy is a rule or function that determines the value to which N t will be set for a given observed history, i.e. a function g : (L t−1 ,N t−1 ) → N t . A strategy is said to be static if its recommendation for the present does not depend on past covariate and treatment values, and can therefore be specified from baseline. An example of a static strategy would be 'monitor every 3 months'. A strategy is said to be dynamic if it does depend on past covariate and treatment values. An example of a dynamic strategy would be 'monitor if time since last monitoring ≥ 6 months or if last observed viral load > 100 copies/ml and time since last monitoring ≥ 2 months'. Most realistic, clinically-relevant strategies are dynamic.
We denote arbitrary strategies by g and we adopt the counterfactual framework of Robins [5] in which corresponding to each possible strategy g are counterfactual random variables Y (g), L t (g), and D(g) that would have been observed had strategy g been followed, possibly contrary to fact. Implicit in the notation for counterfactuals (e.g. Y (g)) is the assumption that the treatment strategy followed by one patient does not influence any other patient. This implicit assumption is called the 'No Interference Assumption' by Rubin [6] . Note that in defining our resource constraint, we are optimizing based on the (counterfactual) average number of treatment or monitoring events per individual over a defined time period, but assuming no competition between individuals to access care under the optimal RCDS. We also make the additional assumptions [7] :
Consistency: For any strategy g, if for a given subject N t = g(L t ,N t−1 ) for each t,
We define resource constraints as caps on the expected number of doses or monitoring events per patient over a defined time period. We say that strategy g respects resource constraint κ if
We consider parameterized classes of strategies {g x } and seek to estimate
Review of dyn-MSMs. A dyn-MSM is a model for expected counterfactual outcomes under a class of strategies parameterized by x as a function of x, i.e.
To estimate β, first note that each subject might follow multiple strategies from the class {g x }. Let Λ i denote the number of strategies that subject i follows. Generate an artificial dataset with Λ i contributions from each subject:
Using the artificial dataset, we can fit by weighted least squares the regression model
with weights
to obtainγ. When treatment or monitoring probabilities are unknown, as they are in our application, a consistent estimatorf (
. Under sequential exchangeability (2.3) and consistency (2.2), [2] shows that the weighted regression parameter estimateγ approaches the causal estimand β in the limit.
Estimating Optimal Treatment Strategies With Resource Constraints.
To estimate the optimal RCDS, we simply estimate the parameters of two dyn-MSMs:
and then estimate the x indexing the optimal strategy aŝ
Standard errors forβ,θ, and certain derived quantities can be computed by bootstrap or analytically using formulas in [2] .
5. Application to Monitoring of HIV Patients. We apply the method described above to estimate the optimal RCDS for monitoring CD4 cell count and HIV-RNA in people living with HIV using data from the HIV-CAUSAL collaboration. The HIV-CAUSAL collaboration combines data from prospective cohorts of people living with HIV enrolled in universal health care systems in Brazil, Canada, France, Greece, Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, UK, and USA.
We have previously reported on the optimal dynamic monitoring strategy in this cohort and showed that decreasing monitoring when CD4 cell count >200 cells/µl compared to >500 cells/µl does not worsen short-term clinical and immunologic outcomes in virologically suppressed individuals living with HIV but may increase the risk of virological failure [4] . We now extend these results to identify the optimal RCDS under constraints on the average number of monitoring events over a two-year period. However, because the majority of the HIV-CAUSAL data comes from high-income countries, we apply an artificial resource constraint selected to demonstrate the methodologic approach.
First we briefly describe the eligibility criteria and monitoring strategies under consideration. We then describe the estimation of the optimal RCDS.
Eligibility criteria: Previously antiretroviral therapy naive HIV-positive individuals who initiate antiretroviral therapy in 2000 or later and achieve confirmed virologic suppression (2 consecutive HIV-RNA ≤200 copies/ml) within 12 months of initiating therapy are eligible for inclusion in the study. Individuals must meet the following additional eligibility criteria at baseline (date of confirmed virologic suppression): 18 years of age or older, CD4 cell count measurement within the previous 3 months, no history of an AIDS-defining illness, and no pregnancy (when information was available).
Monitoring strategies: We consider 31 dynamic monitoring strategies, based loosely on current clinical guidelines. Under each strategy, CD4 cell count and HIV-RNA are monitored every 3-6 months when CD4 is below the strategy's threshold and every 9-12 months when CD4 is above the threshold. Each strategy corresponds to a CD4 threshold ranging from 200-500 cells/µl in increments of 10 cells/µl. All of the monitoring strategies further require individuals to be monitored once every 3-6 months when HIV-RNA >200 copies/ml or after diagnosis of an AIDS-defining illness, and that CD4 cell count and HIV-RNA be monitored concurrently.
Follow-up period and outcome: Individuals are followed from baseline until death, pregnancy (if known), loss to follow-up, or the administrative end of follow-up. The outcome of interest is virologic failure (HIV-RNA >200 copies/ml) at 24 months of follow-up.
Statistical methods: We compare the 31 monitoring strategies using the replication and censoring approach. Briefly, we create an expanded dataset by making 31 exact replicates of each individual (1 per strategy). If and when an individual's data are no longer consistent with a given strategy, we artificially censor the corresponding replicate at that time. We compute inverse probability weights to adjust for the potential selection bias induced by the artificial censoring.
We then fit an inverse-probability weighted Poisson regression model to estimate the risk ratio of virologic failure at 24 months of follow-up among those with measurements at 24 ± 2 months. The model includes a flexible functional form of the strategy variable (restricted cubic splines) and the baseline covariates: sex, CD4 cell count (<200, 200-349, 350-499, ≥500 cells/L), years since HIV diagnosis (<1, 1 to 4, ≥5 years, unknown), race (white, black, other or unknown), geographic origin (N. America/W. Europe, Sub-Saharan Africa, other, unknown), acquisition group (heterosexual, homosexual or bisexual, injection drug use, other or unknown), calendar year (restricted cubic splines with 3 knots at 2001, 2007, and 2011), age (restricted cubic splines with 3 knots at 25, 39, and 60), cohort, and months from cART initiation to virologic suppression (2-4, 5-8, ≥9). Under the assumptions described above, the parameters of the regression model consistently estimate the parameters of a dynamic marginal structural model. The model's estimated parameters are used to estimate the standardized risk of virologic failure at 24-months for each monitoring strategy.
Next, we fit an inverse-probability weighted log-linear regression model to estimate the mean number of measurements at 24 months of follow-up. As above, the model includes a flexible functional form of the strategy variable and the baseline covariates. The predicted values are used to estimate the standardized mean number of measurements at 24-months for each monitoring strategy.
After estimating the counterfactual risk of virologic failure at 24 months and counterfactual mean number of measurements at 24 months, we rank the strategies by the counterfactual mean number of measurements at 24 months. We then restrict our consideration to the strategies that satisfy the resource constraint. For our example, we consider a hypothetical constraint allowing an average of one CD4 cell count and one HIV-RNA test per person every 6 months, for an average of 4 measurements per person over 24 months. Under this constraint, only the strategies that lead to an average of 4 measurements per person over the 24-months of follow-up will be considered.
Finally, we find the optimal strategy for minimizing the risk of virologic failure among the strategies that satisfy the constraint. Results: Figure 1 shows the estimates obtained from the dyn-MSMs for virologic failure at 24 months and for mean number of monitoring events over 24 months across the range of CD4 cell count thresholds considered. In this example, the estimated risk of virologic failure is monotonically increasing and the estimated mean number of measurements is monotonically decreasing as the CD4 cell count threshold increases, so the optimal RCDS can be identified graphically as the lowest CD4 cell count threshold for which the mean number of monitoring events over 24 months is below the resource constraint, κ. Table  1 gives the same information with 95% confidence intervals obtained via 500 bootstrap samples.
In our example, we consider the case of κ = 4 and identify the optimal threshold for switching monitoring frequency as 320 cells/µl. The optimal RCDS is then 'monitor CD4 cell count and HIV-RNA every 3-6 months when CD4 is below 320 cells/µl and every 9-12 months when CD4 is above 320 cells/µl'. The grey line represents one potential resource constraint -a cap on per person number of measurements over 24 months of follow-up. Strategies in the green area meet this restriction, and the CD4 threshold 320 strategy is the optimal RCDS. Table 1 6. Conclusions. Dynamic treatment strategies are a better representation of realworld clinical decision-making processes than static or point intervention strategies. However, resource utilization of dynamic strategies is difficult to assess, since the number of individuals requiring intervention over time under a given strategy cannot be straightforwardly determined at baseline. When a health system faces resource constraints that prohibit implementing the true optimal dynamic treatment strategy, the optimal RCDS is instead required.
Here we propose a method to identify the optimal RCDS within a parameterized class of strategies of interest by estimating the counterfactual resource usage. We apply this method to estimate the optimal RCDS for monitoring frequency among individuals living with HIV who achieve virologic suppression.
Our choice of κ = 4 was somewhat arbitrary. If we had instead chosen κ = 3, we would have found that none of the strategies under consideration would satisfy this resource constraint. Interestingly, if we had chosen κ = 4.7, we would have identified the optimal threshold for switching monitoring frequency as 410 cells/µl, even though all the strategies in the range from 200-450 cells/µl would have satisfied the resource constraint (however, the confidence intervals around our estimates are quite wide).
In reality, determining the number of CD4 cell count and HIV-RNA measurements a setting is willing to allocate depends on a complex assessment of the costs and health benefits of monitoring. In our illustrative application, we imposed a constraint on the number of tests, which we imagined was derived from a hypothetical corresponding cost constraint. In other applications, it might be useful to directly bound cost instead. For example, since HIV-RNA tests cost more than CD4 tests, an optimal strategy satisfying a total cost constraint may be a more flexible joint strategy that allows CD4 cell count and HIV-RNA to be monitored with different frequencies. Future studies should also assess other health outcomes such as quality-adjusted life years associated with various monitoring strategies. Finally, even in the absence of a single hard resource constraint, examining outcomes of optimal strategies over a range of hypothetical cost constraints could allow for computation of incremental cost-effectiveness ratios, which could be useful for key stakeholders and decision-makers.
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